At the end of 1989 the regime in the Czech Republic changed. Before the “Velvet Revolution”, as
this change is sometimes called, people lived quite well, provided they took care only after
themselves and did not cause troubles. They could travel within the COMECON (Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance) countries and if they wished to get a car, they would be able to buy it
from a state-owned enterprise after many years of waiting. Everybody had a job he or she was paid
for and no unemployment was tolerated.
Farm animals were transported mainly in trains, each state farm or agricultural cooperative had its
own vet, animal testing was not controlled (in 1985 it was supposed to be 1,5 million, compared to
250 000 today) and protection of animals was nonexistent, except for certain activities within dog
breeding shielded by the state protection of nature. As in the so-called western part of the world
fattening stations and huge buildings for farm animals breeding existed also in our eastern part from
the 1950’s.
As students of the Agricultural University we organized events supporting adoption of an animal
protection law with acceptable wording. The Act was adopted in 1992. Afterwards we organized
lectures on the animal protection and conditions abroad with lecturers from WSPA, the Australian
ASPCA, etc. (1992 – 3). The lectures were attended by many teachers and university management
staff.
In the mid-1990’s the Agricultural University in Prague was the first to introduce a subject called
„ethics of farm animals breeding“. We have been co-operating with lecturers until today; they use
our materials and videos (particularly translations of CIWF materials), we could present our
activities to their students and we can use a section of the institute’s notice board.
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Animal protection is taught also at the only one Veterinary University in Brno. Our cooperation with
the university focuses on the “Protection and Ethology of Animals” subject.
The Southern Bohemia University teaches protection of animals within the „Ethology of farm
animal breeding“. The same applies to the Mendl Agricultural University in Brno.
Society for Animals was founded (as the Group for Animals) in 1996. At the
beginning our activities dealt with animal protection in general, responsible
ownership, fur animals breeding, animal testing alternatives, cosmetics testing,
and vegetarianism… One of the issues we wanted to concentrate upon was the
situation of farm animals, which was not simple at all.

Since 1997 (until 2004) the chairperson of the Society for Animals was a member of the Central
Commission for the Animal Protection, by the Ministry of Agriculture, a body which is authorized
by the law to supervise animal protection, propose changes in legislation, approve activities of
entities supplying and using animals for the purpose of testing.
In 1998 we were honoured to have been addressed by CIWF and since then we have been cooperating closely.
part of our team in 1999 at Czech national agro fair

Until 2000 our team consisted of 2 people (sometimes paid
fully, sometimes partly) and several volunteers and members
of the organization. From 2000 we were five, fully or partly
time paid, and since 2004 our number decreased again to
2- 2,5.
Besides the farm animals protection, we
have been active and successful in
promoting alternatives to animal ¨
experiments in universities, and in
humane education generally, (many
materials are being distributed to schools
and ecological NGOs), helping animals
from cruelty, and other activities (see
www.spolecnostprozvirata.cz and
www.alternativeducation.org). Our
at one of our offices in 2001 and our increase by the baby
projects were supported mainly by CIWF, WSPA and RSPCA. Without their support we would not
be able to work professionally and would not have accomplished what we have.
Our activities include surveys, investigation, lobbying, negotiation with state institution and
breeding organizations, public relations (press conferences, press releases), promoting, campaigning.

ACTIVITIES OF SOCIETY FOR ANIMALS
from the beginning of organization in 1996, till 2006

Provision of general information regarding the Act on Protection of Animals against Cruelty
(valid since
1992), direct help to animals, advice as how to deal with cases of cruelty.
Promotion of humane ways of controlling the population of stray or abandoned animals:
leaflets on
humane ways of preventing reproduction, co-operation with and support to animal shelters,
provision of
information to media.
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Promotion of proper treatment of
animals:
including leaflets „Pet Care“ (supported by
RSPCA),
the „Animal Wise“ publication (supported
RSPCA
and the Ministry of the Environment),
translation of
educational films (e.g. Journey of the Alík
Dog,
Genetic Engineering and Farm Animals,
Stimulus
Response, Alternatives in Education, Farm Animals
and Us, Fast Life – Dying Young, Some Lie Dying,
and many other documents describing the grim fate of
farm animals), prevention of strain of animals during
Christmas (animals are not the right presents, the
cause of Christmas carps and their killing,
entertaining pyrotechnics).
Magazine “For Animals”.

by

In 1998 several animal protection organizations, including us, got together in order to prevent
the
government from implementing its intention to allow for destruction of dogs after they spend a few
days in
a shelter. A petition campaign was supported by more than a 100 000 people and thus we were able
to
avert the threat.
In 1999 we launched the „Brother Bear“ project, initiated and supported by the Austrian
organization
Tierhilswerk, in order to help bears, who are kept in bad conditions of captivity. In the course of one
year
the situation of bears kept in captivity in the Czech Republic was mapped, several problems were
resolved
and the coordinator now carries on the project under another organization.
Direct help to animals: cases of ill-treatment, during the 2002 floods (supported by WSPA).
In 2000 we prepared projection of films dealing with the animal welfare issues. The films were
shown
particularly to our members.
During 2003 and 2004 we published three issues of the „For Animals“ magazine, which described
both
the positive and negative facts related to animal welfare. The magazine included information of our
own as
well as those of international organizations (particularly CIWF and WSPA), and articles by our
contributors from other organizations. The magazine scope was 64 pages of the A5 format and, as a
rule, it
was full-colour. It was distributed in newsstands, to subscribers and during our campaigns.
In 2001 we launched our website: www.spolecnostprozvirata.cz
Against animal testing:
Compilation and publication of a list of cosmetic
companies that do not test on animals – Czech
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companies were not interested; we provided
information on testing in the Czech Republic and
offered the approved lists of BUAV, Tierschutz,
ECEAE.
As a result of our good cooperation with the cosmetic
testing centre within the State Health Institute the first
ever conference in the Czech Republic was organized
about alternatives to animal experiments: Alternatives
2001 (together with State Health Institute, Faculty of
Pharmacy, State Commission for Animal Protection).
The conference was attended by foreign speakers
(ECVAM. Interniche) and participants (invitations were sent to individuals, NGOs and specialists
particularly from the Central and Eastern European Countries, CEEC).

Alternatives to Animal Experiments in Higher Education

Project Objectives
We believe that humane education by means of alternative methods and approaches is a good way of
influencing a new generation of ethically thinking scientists and teachers, who will routinely search
for
new alternatives to animal experimentation. The idea of the project was based on lack of publicly
available
information on what animal experiments or alternatives are used at different types of faculties.
Because
nobody was dealing with this specific issue in details, and because students or other persons were
asking us
for advice or information from time to time, we were interested in working on the survey of various
information, begun within our activities as InterNICHE national contact, e.g. if the animals are not
used in
unnecessary practicals, how developed the use of alternatives is, what types of alternatives are used,
if
students have a chance to reject such work for ethical reasons etc. We also wanted to try to reduce
the
numbers of animals used for educational purposes.
more detailed information at: www.alternativeducation.org
Vegetarianism
Promotion of this basic and effective thing how to help decrease a
suffering of farm animals.
Legislation, relations to state bodies
We have been regularly participating in the process of commenting
or drafting law amendments related to protection of animals against
cruelty and veterinary care. Our chairman was a member of the
Central Commission for Animal Protection within the Ministry of
Agriculture, in 1997 – 2004.
Educational activities:
lectures for schools and public, offer of materials for schools and
NGOs
Educational materials – Animal Wise, Pet Care leaflets, Farm
Animals and Us, videos, ...
Participation in and organizing events for pub
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Helping animals in need: mainly to farm animals but if there is not other animal protection org.
also to
dogs and cats in problems. Mostly maltreatment to cattle or horses, trying to persuede state
institutions to
prosecute an owner (if an owner is known), finding better place for animals, cooperation with
further AP
organization,....
Helping people who try to help animals in need.

Farm Animals Protection:
General activities:
In 1998 we prepared – together with CIWF and other organizations – a mobile exhibition in a
truck about life of farm animals called „Another View on Animals“. Apart from displayed
photos, information and models of animals, the visitors could watch a short film about life of farm
animals and possibilities of its improvement. The exhibition visited 7 towns and was attended by
more than 20 000 people, who also had the chance to sign a petition and take information materials,
including postcards to be sent to the Ministry of Agriculture.
Photos of the exhibition truck and materials for people including a postcard and petition.
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In 2000 we organized a conference „Intensive Farming and Animal Rights“ in the centre of
Prague. The conference was intended for specialists, teachers, farmers and organization
representatives. Speakers came from the state administration, NGOs and abroad (CIWF and CEEC:
John Callaghan, Ewa Gebert, Virag Kaufer, Marek Spinka, Jiri Dousek, Deutsche Tierschutzbund,
Ecological Legal Service etc.). The refreshment and lunch was vegan and the conference was
attended by 85 participants.

CIWF Trust – Animal Sentience
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CIWF Trust organized two conferences related to the topic: Animal Sentience.
For the conference in 2003 we invited students and teachers of Czech universities and organized
participation of three students and two teachers.
The topic of Animal Sentience was put on our website together with translated texts of the crucial
conference contributions in 2005.
Zvířata jsou živí tvorové - cítící bytosti
Skutečnost, že jsou zvířata živými tvory, kteří mají nárok a právo na svůj plnohodnotný život většinou chápe každý rozumný člověk. Nicméně v
zákonech rozvinutých zemí jsou zvířata chápána jako věci (což jim přisuzuje alespoň určitou ochranu - podle situace) či jako zboží a zemědělské
produkty. V rozvojových zemí jsou sotva zákony chránící lidská práva natož ta zvířecí. Mezinárodní
organizaci pro ochranu hospodářských zvířat - Compassion In World Farming CIWF se podařilo, po
9letém úsilí, doplnit smlouvu o Evropské unii o ustanovení, které přisuzuje zvířatům status "cítící
bytosti". Tento unikátní počin se stal v Amsterdamu, roku 1997. CIWF ve své snaze pomoci zvířatům
nadále pokračuje. V roce 2003 organizace uspořádala první konferenci na toto téma: "Understanding
Animals"/"Rozumíme zvířatům".
V roce 2005 konferenci druhou: "From Darwin to Dawkins: the science and implications of
animal sentience" "Od Darwina k Dawkinsové: věda a důsledky schopnosti zvířat vnímat"
Kromě obou konferenci uvádí CIWF další informace a důkazy o tom, jak vnímavá a inteligentní jsou
zvířata na www.animalsentience.com a CIWF Animal Sentience Newsletter

Investigation in 2003:
Many “good” pictures and video records have been taken by CIWF investigators and us in March
2003 at slaughterhouses and various farms.

Against long distance transport:
In 2000 we launched a campaign focused on abolition of longdistance transportation of farm animals that are to be slaughtered
or fattened. In the course of our investigation we found out several
cases of law violation and we made the responsible institutions to
improve the situation (e.g. journey plans not complied with – time of
journey, places for rest, improper driving, etc.) We also launched a
media campaign and got support from the public (18 284
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signatures).
In 2000, in conjunction with our Central European group within CIWF, we prepared a meeting
and a press conference in a border rest station for animals in Zebrydowice at the Czech-Polish
border. The conference was attended by both the Czech and Polish directors of the State Veterinary
Administrations. They both agreed that transportation of farm animals to distant slaughterhouses
must be ended, the animals should be slaughtered as close to the
place of their keeping as possible and further only the meat should
be transported.

In 2001 our Central-European group within CIWF organized an
international exhibition in a truck about cruel transportation of
farm animals, The End of Transporting of Live Animals. The
truck journey began in Lithuania and continued to Poland, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia and ended in Italy as
well as hundreds of thousands animals. The exhibition was
supported by the Regional Environmental Centre in Budapest.

During the campaign in 2002 we organized several demos in front of various Embassies, e.g. those
of Italy, EU, Lebanon, Romania, Greece. During the campaign we took part in several ECFA
demonstrations in Brussels.
photos: in front of Polish Embassy, Prague centre and at the EU representation:
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With media, in front of Italian Embassy and Brussels demos:

In 2003 we organized an international demonstration at the Czech-Polish crossing point
of Český Těšín; 55 participants from the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland.
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In summer 2005 we did our transport investigation – trailing trucks to a Croatia – and have found
several cases of law violation. Our findings and records were sent to EU Commission.
Our campaigns have helped to make animal transport more complicated. Since 2004 all Czech
carriers and their employees have to go through training if they want to obtain a licence for farm
animals transportation. All training centres were provided with our materials and videos. In 2005 we
visited such a 2-day training. At many training centres the participants have a chance to watch farm
animals handling practice. In 2006 the State Veterinary Administration, in conjunction with the
Police, started to supervise animal transports.

In 2005 the Stop the Bull Ship campaign begun. Seventeen of twenty-four Czech
MEPs supported the written declaration and at the beginning of 2006 the subsidies
for export of cattle to third countries were stopped. The campaign received good
media coverage and public support.
In 2005 we had the chance to give four lessons on animal
protection to policemen in the district of Ústí nad Orlicí.
The 200 participating policemen were provided with
information about general legislation, problems in breeding of farm animals
and transport – particularly, what they should check and how they should
deal with cases of cruelty on animals.

As soon as the campaign begun, the CIWF films about transport were
translated into Czech language: Cruel export of horses, Cruel export of cattle, Some lie dying and
the trade still goes on. Further the report: Live export - Cruel and Archaic trade.

HENS – AGAINST BATTERY CAGES:
In 1999 we joined the European campaign for termination of keeping hens and laying hens in
battery cages. Using the campaign mascot, the Hetty hen, we asked the Czech governmental
officials to support the ban and managed to get support from the public and media. With Hetty we
visited MPs and senators many times and once we gave a minister free range eggs.. The ban of
battery cages in the EU was adopted in 1999 and in 2003 it was implemented into the Czech
law.
According to our own research – 2003-2004 public opinion poll – majority of people would buy
more expensive eggs if they come from welfare breeding.
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Some examples of related materials are to be found below. The CIWF Trust reports called Brittle
bones – Osteoporoses, How do you like your eggs?, Laid Bare, Practical Alternatives to battery
cages were translated into the Czech language.

Since 2006: to ensure that the ban on use of small conventional battery cages for hens is
complied with because there are the poultry industry attempts to postpone implementation of the
ban that has been already agreed (from 2012). What we do is mainly the lobbying – especially
MEPs, petitions, media coverage, sending out materials. Negotiations still continue and once we
have the Commission report, we will be wiser. In October 2006 we met with the Minister of
Agriculture and demanded that the Ministry supports the ban. It looks that the egg industry is strong
in the Czech Republic and the Ministry is either afraid or not willing to act differently. Financial
problems arising from the bird flu make the situation even more complicated.
Together with the CIWF we have created a Czech version of the CIWF ´s link related to the ban
campaign: www.keeptheban.eu/cz
Besides this www link we have also created a link from our website, with a range of information and
materials: www.spolecnostprozvirata.cz, link Slepice – nosnice chované pro snášení vajec (Hens –
layers bred for an egg laying).
The Czech version of the CIWF Trust report: “The Way Forward EU egg industry- Keeping the
ban” is being translated into the Czech language.
Czech consumers can buy free-range eggs coming only from two organic egg farms. Eggs are
supplied to one or two supermarket chains and shops with organic food. We have visited both the
farms several times, unfortunately due to the bird flu restrictions the hens have to be kept inside or
with an entry to aviaries.
A sample of the information at www and from leaflets:
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CHICKEN BROILERS:
In 2002 we joined CIWF and ECFA in the campaign for
adopting the first legal regulation protecting broilers –
chickens fattened to provide meat. We have started with
awareness activities because so far the public was not aware
about problems related to industrial rearing of broilers. In
response to our actions and media campaigns we got the public
support. In the EU scope, we managed to hand over a draft
directive for broiler protection to EU bodies.
Worth mentioning is the Czech version of the CIWF film: Live
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fast, die young; translation of the “Welfare of broilers” (1995) and “Chicken – How come it’s so
cheap” reports.
We have brought the broiler topic into media, and organized supporting events for the public.
The inflatable broiler Bobby has received a lot of attention and we have used him for agricultural
exhibitions, too.

Since 2006 we have again focused on this issue.
What we do is again mainly lobbying – the Czech Ministry of Agriculture, the
State Veterinary Administration, MEPs, and negotiating with the Czech
Permanent Representation to the EU.
In May 2006 we handed over four giant broiler postcards to the Deputy Minister
of Agriculture, to the State Veterinary Administration, to the Italian Embassy and
to the French Embassy.
In October 2006 we met with the new Minister of Agriculture, as well with the
mascot Chick Pipin.
We have been corresponding regularly with Czech MEPs and have met three of
them and several assistants in November in Brussels.
Even if the State Veterinary Administration agrees with adoption
of the direction with comprehensible wording, the problem is
again the Ministry of Agriculture and the industry lobby.
We have translated the CIWF report “Welfare of broilers in the
EU” and now we prepare translation of the RSPCA´s report
“Everyone’s winner”. We have issued many press releases and
have appeared twice in the national TV programme about animal
protection.
Together with the CIWF we have created a Czech version of the CIWF’s link about broiler
campaign: www.ciwf.org.uk/broilers/indexcz.html
Besides this www link we also created a link from our web site, with a range of information and
materials: www.spolecnostprozvirata.cz, link: Brojleri – zapomenute obeti intenzivniho zemedelstvi
(Broilers – the forgotten victims of intensive farming). The material that is available in this link
includes:
- the Czech version of the CIWF report: Chicken - how come it’s so cheap
- a leaflet: A time is running – for chickens in
Europe (Cas ubiha kuratum v Evrope)
- a postcard to be sent to supermarkets
- a petition and further links and information
With the Sumo mascot chick Pipin we have attended
several events for public.
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Postcard addressed to supermarkets:

Giant postcard handed over to the ministry of agriculture and state veterinary administration, May 2006:

PIGS:
In 2001 we joined the campaign for termination of keeping sows in sow stalls. We organized
several public events, using a model of a sow in a stall, and gathered 10 090 signatures on our
petition and thus contributed to the adoption of the EU regulation banning sows being kept in stalls
from the 4th week of pregnancy up to two weeks before delivery. The regulation becomes valid in
2007 and has been incorporated in the Czech legislation.
In 2004 we helped Phil Brooke with the Czech case study for the GAP pig production materials.
We carry out investigation on farms and make records of castration and further mutilation. We
negotiate the possibility to change legislation in this respect.
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Bad treatment of farm animals by farmers:
From our own survey and experience we know that many farmers do not keep farm animals in
suitable condition and very often they leave them to suffer. Our limited evidence is supported by the
official veterinary records on the kind of death of each head of cattle above 24 months, which are
kept because of the BSE.

In the period of February 1, 2001 – March 31, 2005 the total of 738 654 heads of cattle
above 24 months of age were inspected. 80 826 of them were found dead on farms,
157 566 ended up their lives in emergency slaughter. As shown by these numbers, 32 per
cent of cattle were mistreated, lacked care and first aid or died from infections. We asked
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the Ministry how this was possible and what measures they intended to introduce. The big
problem is that farmers receive subsidies and the Ministry does not check whether farm
animals are provided with proper care and treatment. The ministry was not so keen, but the
State Veterinary Administration agreed with us. ....
This problem has not been resolved. The State Veterinary Administration partly co-operates
with local branches of the Ministry and provides them with data obtained during inspections
of individual farmers, but only in a limited scale.
Another problem is how cases of mistreatment are dealt with. Above the scope of our project
we try to help animals that are ill-treated and we assist local people who want to change the
situation. Nevertheless, all cased ended up in a legal deadlock because of the lack of activity
on the side of respective authorities. Sometimes we managed to agree with the owners and
took the animals away, in other cases the owners killed the animals or transported them to
slaughterhouses. In summer the situation gets usually better and the respective legal cases go
on and on for years.
At the moment we prepare a public money collection that would help these animals
(including a space to accommodate farm animals) and would cover a related campaign.

EDUCATION (concerning farm animals):
Czech version of CIWF - Farm Animal and Us (booklet and video): About 550 items distributed
so far to schools, ecological centres and individuals.
Czech version of materials for the Eat less meat campaign: the leaflet, the film, the report
Detrimental Impacts of Factory Animal Production.
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CD Rom Ethology and welfare of Farm Animals was created in 2004:
CD Ethology and Welfare of Farm Animals contains basic information about the ethology and
primary needs for welfare of farm animals. As well it states problems which are often caused to
animals in intensive farming systems. The content refers to cattle, fossorial poultry, pigs, horses,
sheep and goats. The further breedings (deer, fur animals, fattening of geese, ...) are mentioned
shortly. Photographs and short previews of ethological films accompany the chapters.
200 copies were distributed among the ministry of agriculture and its branches, 90 copies were for
the State veterinary administration. CD Rom is used by univerzities, students and officers.
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Other materials:
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Since 1999 we regularly participate in the Animal Welfare conference, which is organized annually
by the Veterinary University in Brno and UKOZ. Further, we take part in other events, too, e.g.
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agricultural exhibitions such as PragAgro, „Země živitelka“, events organized by various nongovernmental organizations.

We take part in actions for public, every year:

Events for public we have participated in, in 2006, for example:
- Our exhibition and the Galery Krasova street
- Stand at the event by magazine Planeta zvirat: Sen zvířat
- Harvest celebration of Country Life Ltd., September
- Festival of the Environment, historic centre of Prague, September
- World Vegetarian Day: at the Prague ecological centre
- World Animal Day: at the Prague ecological centre
- Conference „Animal Welfare“, at the Veterinary University in Brno, like every year with an active contribution and
contributions for the collection (Welfare of Broilers, Keeping the ban on cages, Ciwf Trust – Good agric. practice in Pig
Production, CD Rom Ethology and welfare of Farm Animals. )
- participation at the VGT conference in Vienna, October

Společnost pro zvířata – z. o. ČSOP
Society for Animals
address: Lublaňská 18, 120 00 Prague, Czech Republic
tel/fax: 00420 222 511 075
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s.pro.zvirata@ecn.cz
www.spolecnostprozvirata.cz
www.alternativeducation.org
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